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WHY TOUCH SCREEN
PANELS?
IFP (Interactive Flat Panels), Touch
Screen Displays, however you call
them are great when it comes to
meetings, workplace
communication, ideas sharing
and much more since they are
really easy & quick setup.

WHY SHOULD
ONE HAVE IT
IN A MEETINGS/
TRAININGS?
After the advent COVID19, the world is speeding
towards digital connectivity, remote conferences
and working from home, there had to be something
in the market to target not only large organization,
but SMB & home based businesses providing them
top-quality interactive flat panel display on lowest
possible investment. That's when DMInteract was
incepted.
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HOW IS DMINTERACT
FACILITATING
REMOTE
COLLABORATION &
CONNECTIVITY?
DMInteract is introducing budgetfriendly Interactive Flat-Panel Display
solutions (as low as 1906 USD). A
large-format touchscreen display is
ideal for meeting room and
collaboration space. A great and
innovative replacement for a clunky
outdated overhead projector
technology of yesteryear with
enhanced connectivity, and built-in
third party software.
A seamless blend and a switchover
in between Windows and Android
operating systems.
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REAL VALUE
PROPOSITION FOR
CUSTOMERS
Guaranteed lowest price leading to cost leadership.
Android & Windows 10 Operating System - Scalable
20-point finger touch feature, meaning 2 people can
concurrently write or draw on the display's surface.
Ease of connectivity/wireless access (bundled with third party
connectivity and annotation software)
Easy share options and software.
Built-in Camera & Microphone*.
* built-in camera and microphone available in C-Series only

WHAT SIZE OF
SCREENS ARE
YOU
OFFERING?
Current screens sizes in the offering are 55", 65", 75", 86", 98" and
for the first time 110"*.
*110" available in C-Series
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WHY LOW COST
DISRUPTION?
Good question! Although there are many competitors out there,
DMInteract aims to target the small medium businesses as well
as large organizations. DMinteract brings forward a completely
integrated /dual OS and largest size panels as a differential
advantage complemented by low cost, hence, creating disruption
and noise in the market.

CONTRAST WITH
COMPETITION
Most brands provide with 10-point
finger touch operability, while
DMInteract offers 20-point finger
touch annotation capabilities.
Interoperable securely.Effective
exchange and use information in
between participants.
A built-in Android and Windows
operating system, reducing cost up to
30%.
i7, 8 GB RAM, 512 GB/ 1 TB SSD* leading
to the fastest and most agile
interactive panel available in 2022.

Have more queries or concerns? Please feel free to contact us back for any further information
+971-4-3360300 - info@dubaimachines.com
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